
The Tale of Two Queens

Once, during a time of magick, there were two queens. There was Queen 
Eunomia, who ruled over the Northern kingdom, and Queen Cassandra, who ruled 
the Southern kingdom. Both queens practiced magick, but two very different types. 
Queen Eunomia practiced white magick, and focused her power on spreading 
prosperity through the kingdom and helping those in need. Queen Cassandra, 
however, practiced a dark magick, and even though she did occasionally use it to 
help her people, it was firstly used to benefit herself.

The Northern kingdom saw countless bounties 
and good fortune. Their harvest was plentiful, the 
sick were few and far between, and everybody 
had an air of happiness and content. The 
Southern kingdom did not see these riches and 
was filled with poor and destitute citizens whose 
days were dark and grim. When Queen 
Cassandra was confronted with how her people 
with living, she brushed it away and refused to 
acknowledge that anything was wrong. Years of 
using black magick had made her soul rot and 
either away. 

Queen Eunomia was even asked by the citizens of the Southern kingdom to help 
them, and she agreed. The queen called upon other powerful white magick witches 
to reverse the spells that had been cast by Queen Cassandra. At the full moon, the 
witches met in the woods and cast their spell. As they did, the Southern queen fell 
to her knees and screamed in pain.

The only way to help the people of the Southern kingdom was to reverse the magic 
of their queen. All the energy that was used for Queen Cassandra’s own benefit was 
reversed, all that the queen had consumed had turned to dust, and her body aged 
through decades in a mere minute.

MORAL: You reap what you sow
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